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                Gain further insight into the dark powers of the Sunset Isles with Cults of Ruin. Inside this free supplement you'll learn truths about five different foul sects. The devotees of the Black Emperor, the slaves of the Hell Kings, and stranger faiths still are given in this text along with guidelines for using them in your own campaign.



As a bonus, you also get the Azure Inquisitor, a Labyrinth Lord-compatible class dedicated to the rooting out of vile cults and secret cabals.



While written for the Red Tide Campaign Setting and Sandbox Toolkit, this supplement's information is easily reskinned for your own home campaign, with abominable faiths and foul creeds for your heroes to smite with righteous fury.
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    The time has come to break the mold and put spell slots aside.

Unusual Core Classes: The Spellweaver presents an alternate magic system that relies on the caster’s skill more so than just about anything else. Using the new Spellweaving skill, the Spellweaver is able to manipulate the threads of magic that cover existence like an infinite web of arcane energy. Spells of any level may be cast so long as the character is willing to risk the repercussions of failure—repercussions that can prove to be more hazardous with more powerful spells or when failing magic of a particular type.

Inside you’ll find instructions on how to integrate this new form of magic into your game setting, or how to replace the existing magic system outright, along with simple rules—presented in easy to read tables—on converting third party spells to Spellweaving DCs.

    Also within are:
    All SRD spells converted to Spellweaving DC to save you lots of time
    More than 30 new feats concerning this new magic system
    The Spellweaver Core Class, along with the Epic Spellweaver
    4 Spellweaving-related Prestige Classes: the Battle Weaver, Cartomancer, Fated, and Weave Dancer
    A new race of natural spellweavers: the spider-like Ardekh
    A new, Spellweaving-based goddess, a new cleric domain, new spells, and new magic items related to Spellweaving
    4 new creatures and a new creature template

This product includes a complete, fully bookmarked version and a print-friendly version with backgrounds and cover removed.
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    Every character in the world has some kind of background. Even the lowliest of NPCs have some kind of history to them, although for the most part you will never find out they are descended from the last king of the 5th T’ping dynasty (on their grandmothers side) or that they survived the infamous Guld Dare Massacre of ’87.

For the most part this background & details are decoration, but, they can provide insight as to why a character is acting the way they are

These can apply to PCs as well as those they encounter.

Note: This Background & Details Kit is aimed as players and NPCs from a fantasy setting. Volume 2 will deal with Sci-Fi/Futuristic settings.
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    A people live by the sacrifices of their defenders- even when those gifts are not always freely given. Enter the world of the Red Tide Campaign Setting and Sandbox Toolkit to learn of the Yellow Bone Legion and the terrible price they paid to save their city in the hour of its greatest need.

In this free Labyrinth Lord-compatible supplement you'll find the truth behind the Legion's grim birth and the secrets that Xian's ancestors did so much to bury. You'll find details of the new Walking Ghost character class and ways to bring this revenant warrior to your own table. Plot seeds are provided for whipping up a fast Legion antagonist for your game, and conversion notes are given for trimming the meat of this supplement out of the world of the Red Tide and planting it firmly in your own creation.
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    How the East Was Won

It is the spirit of the orient that, in order for one man to triumph over another, they must not only be physically superior, but spiritually more enlightened. The clashing of steel on the battlefield is mirrored by the chasing of ideals in the hearts of men. It is with that in mind we set out to explore our third book in the Heroes of the East.

2 New Base Classes

    Yamabushi: A spiritual warrior monks whose dedication to the path of self-enlightenment is matched only with their martial prowess
    Shinshoku: Priests who acts on behalf of a specific kami. They are unique among spellcasters for their wide range of spells and novel method of casting them. Indicative of the culture and mythos, they are in service to their kami companion rather than the other way around.

4 New Martial Art Styles

    Ninjitsu
    Southern Scorpion Style Kung Fu
    Jeet kun do
    Wudang Sword

Ten New Oriental Themed Archetypes

    Warrior Monk (Yamabushi): No spells but more martial elements.
    Sorcerous Ninja (Ninja): A spellcasting ninja.
    Oniwaban (Ninja): A spy who can perfectly mimic his target.
    Honorable Shinobi (Ninja): A ninja who gains more martial abilities.
    Iga Ninja (Ninja): Part alchemist, part ninja, all saboteur.
    Street Fighter (Monk): A grit monk who picks on characters specialties.
    Onna-bugeisha (Samurai): A female samurai who specializes with a naginata.
    Hwarang (Samurai): A noble Korean warrior who dresses in special makeup.
    Sikh Warrior (Fighter): A katar wielding, chakram throwing warrior from India.
    Khan (Barbarian): A raging, riding, archer barbarian reminiscent of the Mongol hordes.

Three New Oriental Prestige Classes

    Dervish: A whirling double weapon warrior who is as much fighter as dancer.
    Youxia: A mainstay of the wuxia genre, a youxia is a gallant wandering swordsman who fights for the common man.
    Wukong: Practitioners of a unique school of martial arts that follow in the footsteps of the Chinese folk hero Son Wukong (the Monkey King).

New Eastern Themed Weapons

    6 New Weapon Types
    8 New Magic Items
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    Unusual Suspects is a compilation of 60 unique and original Non-Player Characters ready to go for your game. Each NPC entry includes a complete stat block, full history, detailed tactics, and guidelines on how to use the character in your game. With these NPCs you can drop them directly into your game for a quick random encounter, or you can use their background information and the guidance provided with each one to build them into to your campaign as ongoing adversaries or allies, or maybe both.

Included among the NPCs found in this book are beggars and bandits, street guides and wilderness guardians, a crooked watchman, a dauntless sherpa, a crazed poisoner, a bastard heir, a mutant assassin, an exiled prince, and even one of Hell’s auditors, plus much, much more. The NPCs run the gamut of Challenger Rating 1–20, with three NPCs of each CR level, so they can be used in your game regardless of where your Player Characters are in their careers. Unusual Suspects is designed for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, but the NPC backgrounds and guidelines for use can be used with any fantasy roleplaying game system.
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    The Fantastic Races of the Otherverse series converts the most interesting, unusual and powerful player races from Otherverse Games' D20 Modern-powered settings: Otherverse America, Psi-Watch, Galaxy Command and Black Tokyo, and adapts them for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. More than a just simple conversion to the new rule set, these short sourcebooks imagine how heroes from super-scientific worlds would look in campaigns where magic and the divine are the norm. This series of supplements also provides a few new hints at how the vast and interconnected multiverse of Otherverse Games fits together.

In Galaxy Command, the powerfully built Urloks are an alien race of psychically enhanced warriors. They are known for their courage and sense of honor. The bear like humanoids have recently entered the galactic stage, after a successful first contact by Galaxy Command's heroic astronauts.

Urloks first appeared in the Galaxy Command Campaign Setting (Otherverse Games, 2009).

For the Pathfinder Role Playing Game the Urlocks have been re-imagined...

According to the Urlok's own creation stories, the bear-like giants fell from heaven long ago. Otherworldly and somber, Urloks know the Prime Material Plane as a cosmic penance for racial sins long forgotten. Talk to any Urlok and if you can over come the race's legendary taciturnity, he will tell you that once upon a time, his race were the soldiers of Heaven itself. During a great battle against a legendary cosmic evil, Urlok soldiers fled the battlefield, and for their cowardice the entire race was cast down. Urloks strive to atone for their mythical ancestors' betrayal.

Courage and loyalty are foremost virtues for the race, and an Urlok knight would rather die than betray a trust. Oathbreakers and cowards are punished harshly, with the normally noble bear-men reaching extremes of torture and atrocity that give even savage humanoids like Orcs and Hobgoblins pause when punishing traitors within their proud race. Urloks who show fear or even the slightest trace of deception brand and scar themselves with their mightly claws. More severe offenses are punished with the amputation of fingers, hands or even whole arms. Urloks hold themselves to incredibly harsh standards and a completely unscarred Urlok is a one in a million rarity. Among their own kind, the rare unscarred Urloks are treated with a living saint's respect, and a bit of jealous suspicion: are they truly as righteous as they claim, or are they simply too afraid of pain to scar themselves for hidden offenses?

Urloks live far from most other humanoids. They prefer the cold places at the top and bottom of the world. Because of their distance from civilization and their savage and masochistic punishments, the Urloks rarely receive a warm reception in peaceful humanoid kingdoms. Urloks venturing into warmer regions are often mercenaries. Dozens of kingdoms, both good and evil, hire the bear-folk as indomitable shock troops. Urlok tenacity and courage is well known among fighting men, and the race's soldiers will display reserves of bravado and willpower unknown in other races.
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    The Fantastic Races of the Otherverse series converts the most interesting, unusual and powerful player races from Otherverse Games' D20 Modern-powered settings: Otherverse America, Psi-Watch, Galaxy Command and Black Tokyo, and adapts them for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. More than a just simple conversion to the new rule set, these short sourcebooks imagine how heroes from super-scientific worlds would look in campaigns where magic and the divine are the norm. This series of supplements also provides a few new hints at how the vast and interconnected multiverse of Otherverse Games fits together.

In Otherverse America, the Ubasti are a small species of genetically engineered lions which willingly serve the Choicer's Coven of Bast. Created as military working animals, Ubasti proved smarter than anyone expected. As soon as their sentience was discovered, the Ubasti were freed. As of 2107, the Ubasti work with the Choicer nation as free sentient beings, and are beloved by Choicer America for their loyalty and courage.

The Ubasti first appeared in the Coven of Bast sourcebook (Otherverse Games, 2009). 

For the Pathfinder setting the Ubasti have been re-imagined as nomadic, long-lived sentient lion-folk. Ubasti prides have prowled the veldt since before the bipedal races began recording history. Collectively, the Ubasti are ancient beyond imagining, with the race's rich oral history acting as their memory and conscience.

This release gives you everything you need to add the Ubasti to your game as a player race.  Also included is a short history of the Ubasti, their pantheon, new feats specifically designed for these four-legged warriors and more!
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    “We're all on borrowed time – and yours has come due.”

The Coliseum Morpheuon knows only two forms of gladiator – the quick and the dead. And Z.Z. Grimshanks, with a smile as sharp as any blade, is one of the quickest... and not yet the dead-est. But while he's still alive and kicking, even your seconds aren't safe.

This product provides Game Masters with details on a grinning goblin found amongst the Faces of the Tarnished Souk, ready for immediate use in any campaign - but especially for use within the Coliseum Morpheuon. Each entry features ingenious stat-blocks from multiple OGL sources, history, motivation, secrets, and insight into the NPC’s most carefully guarded dreams, along with complete game statistics for low, middle, and high levels of play.

Within you will find:

Z.Z. Grimshanks, a thief of time with temporal tricks quite sublime

    CR 21 Male betrayer charming jaunting goblin monk (martial artist) 3/time thief 14
    CR 14 Male charming jaunting goblin monk (martial artist) 2/time thief 9
    CR 8 Male jaunting goblin monk (martial artist) 1/time thief 5
    New weapon enhancements, for shifting blades in sync with slaughter
    New magic items – assessing goggles, boots and gloves for the sneaky, and a blade especially for time thieves
    More templates than you can shake a sharp stick at – accelerated, betrayer, charming, jaunting, stealthy, wounding
    Featuring the ingenious time thief class!
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    A unique handbook of urban possibilities, Cities is designed for gamemasters using any game system. Clear instructions support more than 60 tables and dozens of sub-tables. Get handy access to hundreds of random encounters, from wandering fools to high-level magicians; turn random meetings into the seeds of new, exciting adventures. Realistically populate hamlets, towns, and cities, so that the logic of your communities can become part of the fun of play. Account for what player characters do when they are not in play for longer periods of time -- you'll be surprised at what goes on when your back is turned!; 64 pages
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    'When my grandfather died, he left my sister and I his brewery. It was a good enough living, hard work but honest and rewarding. I worked the brewery for seasons, before I found some of my grandfather's private notes. He was half an alchemist, and it fascinated me. I followed his notes, and began brewing potions- little things, poultices and medicines for the town aside from the beer and oak scotch. Eventually, I learned enough to read magic, and with the profits from the brewery, I bought a scroll and kept at it until I was able to cast the spell. My first spell. I became a wizard that day I first spoke a cantrip, no matter what the Guild Licensor said about the matter. Because of my grandfather. Because of his snake oil and potions.'

- Elishah Alebarrel, Conjuror for Hire in the Free City of Taka.

Heroes have a life and a history that begins long before they pick up a sword for the first time. Before the Adventure allows players to quickly select an occupation, background and family history for their heroes. These occupations are based on real world medieval occupations, as well as fantastic occupations from various works of high fantasy. Choose from dozens of backgrounds ranging from the mundant to the arcane! This 38 page PDF can breath life into your character's background and provide a better sense of "place" within a campaign. (Also great for NPC's!)
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